HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT

January to July, 1945, Inclusive

A

Accounting—

Accounting and Record Keeping Department. Jan.- 81, Feb.- 84, Mar.- 90, Apr.- 88, May- 99, June- 93

Advertising and Record Keeping Department, Lacy, Walter N. .... Jan.- 82

Functions of the hospital accounting system, Bradley, Eugene H. .......... June- 93

How to go to the hospital and like it; an analysis of hospital costs, Dawson, William A. .... Jan.- 81

Manual on admitting office procedure explains details of system, Part I. .... Mar.- 90

Manual on admitting office procedure explains details of system, Part II. .... Apr.- 88

Manual on admitting office procedure explains details of system, Part III. .... May- 99

Records, hospital admitting—how to keep under central control, Pellenz, Dorothy P. .... Feb.- 84

What professional service accounting means to hospital standards, Ponton, T. R., M.D. .... Apr.- 30

What system of recording and checking narcotics shall hospitals use? Hansen, Hans S. .... Mar.- 92

Ace, Joseph Witt, More about efficiency and wartime economy in hospital pharmacy .... Feb.- 88

Administrator, today's, Crane, John F. .... Jan.- 64

Admission of patients, priority system for, installed at New Haven Hospital .... June- 47

Admitting office procedure manual explains details of system, Part I. .... Mar.- 90

Admitting office procedure manual explains details of system, Part II. .... Apr.- 88

Admitting office procedure manual explains details of system, Part III. .... May- 99

Alaska hospital serves 3,000 in Matanuska Valley. Jan.- 94

American Academy of Pediatrics proposed survey of health needs for mothers and children endorsed by 70 leading physicians as advisory committee to Children's Bureau .... Jan.- 56

Amino acid therapy, caution against exploitation of .... May-114

Anesthesiology, University of Wisconsin's contributions to progress in .... Mar.- 70

Annual report competition attracts interesting entries .... June- 42

As Others See Us, Jan.- 18, Feb.- 18, Mar.- 12, Apr.- 10, May- 6, June- 6

Associated Hospital Service of New York's incentive plan helps solve personnel problem .... Jan.- 34

Associations, Meetings—

American College of Surgeons announces 24 war sessions .... Jan.- 72

American Dietetic Association meeting. Jan.- 70

Government approval for all conventions and meetings in 1945 pertaining to the health field is expected .... Jan.- 14

Greater New York Hospital Association meeting .... Jan.- 88, Feb.- 94, Mar.- 62, June- 58

Iowa Hospital Association meeting .... June- 58

Mid-Year Illinois Hospital Association meeting. Feb.- 32

Missouri dietetic association meeting. Jan.- 58

New England Hospital Assembly (working conference) .... May- 98

New Jersey Hospital Association meeting .... June- 88, June- 88

Tennessee Hospital Association meeting. .... May-135

Tri-State Hospital Assembly cancelled for this year. .... June- 83

B

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, hospital adds equipment and facilities. .... Feb.- 16

Blue Cross News—

News of Hospital Plans Department. Jan.- 33, Feb.- 36, Mar.- 39, Apr.- 36, May- 48, June- 50

A Colloquy between two directors. Jan.- 35

Blue Cross cooperates with Commission on Hospital Care in hospital survey, Liebelier, Virginia M. .... Mar.- 39

Blue Cross plan in New Jersey run by J. Albert Durgom, Liebelier, Virginia M. .... Apr.- 37

Blue Cross successes dissolve need for compulsory health program, McNamara, John A. .... June- 35

Briefer as a Profession, American Dietetic Association meeting .... June- 50

Denver's "Bill" McNary reveals views in Blue Cross philosophy, Liebelier, Virginia M. .... Jan.- 33

McNary, "Bill" is living symbol of Blue Cross plan ideals, Liebelier, Virginia M. .... May- 50

Oseroff of Pittsburgh left business to serve humanity, Liebelier, Virginia M. .... Mar.- 41

Pennsylvania Blue Cross Bill faces unexpected opposition .... Apr.- 36

Personnel problem met by incentive plan of Associated Hospital Service of New York .... Jan.- 34

Philadelphia plan to include medical and surgical care. .... Apr.- 36

South Carolina hospitals urge Blue Cross. .... Feb.-104

Surgical indemnity company is launched in Cleveland, Liebelier, Virginia M. .... June- 50

Ten years of achievement marked by New York Blue Cross plan. .... May- 36

United medical service plan officially launched in New York, Liebelier, Virginia M. .... Feb.- 36

Bodin, W. S., Refrigeration in the postwar hospital .... Jan.- 110

Book Reviews—

A Touch of Glory, Frank G. Slaughter .... May-108

Creative Hands, Doris Cox and Barbara Weisman .... May-108

Dietetics as a Profession, American Dietetic Association meeting .... May-108

Mass Radiography of the Chest, Herman F. Hilleboe, M.D. .... Apr.- 52


Yellow Magic, J. D. Ratcliff .... May-108

Bonfield, Roger, How can a hospital establish proper pension plan for employees? .... May- 41

Bradley, Eugene H., How the small hospital can have services of pharmacist .... Feb.- 94

Bradley, Eugene H., What are the functions of the hospital accounting system? .... June- 93

Bradley, General, succeeds Hines as veteran hospital head .... June- 51

Burton-Hill bill .... Feb.- 39

C

Cafeteria, how pay system was introduced in, at Massachusetts General Hospital, Floyd, Marion D. .... June- 94

Case records, complete study, helps evaluate professional service, Ponton, T. R., M.D. .... Apr.- 30

Chest clinic, what it contributes to proper care of patients, Kirsch, Edward, M.D. .... Jan.- 96

Children's hospital at Des Moines has many new developments .... Feb.- 25

Cole, Paul F., A Hospital Pharmacist's Diary. Jan.- 86, Feb.-98, Mar.-100, Apr.- 96, May-110, June-106

Conservation—

Filing system for advertising material, Lacy, Walter N. .... Jan.- 82

Lincoln control, how it can save money for hospital, Wiley, Heywood M. .... June-124

Money saving ideas for hospital engineer, Schaphorst, W. F., M.E. .... Jan.-114, Feb.-112, May-134

Money saving ideas for hospital engineer, Parker, A. H. .... Apr.- 120

Construction—

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, hospital adds equipment and facilities. .... Feb.- 16

Children's hospital at Des Moines has many new developments .... Feb.- 25

Maternity center in Atlanta marked by finely equipped department, Cross, J. N. .... Mar.-102

Montgomery Hospital replaces old building with new .... June-40

Prefabricated hospitals house large part of war wounded .... May- 80
Costs, hospital, an analysis of, Dawson, William A............. Jan.- 81
Cowden, Margaret, Maintaining standards in food service........ Apr. 80
Crain, Kenneth C.—
New York health insurance bill holds threat to hospitals........ Apr. -33
Revised Wagner-Murray-Dingell Bill appears in seductive garb..... June- 31
Crane, John F., “At Anchor”............................................ Jan.- 64

Dawson, William A., How to go to the hospital and live—An analysis of hospital costs............... Jan.- 81
Day, David I—
How much sour to be used for various laundry classifications.................................................. Mar.116
Kellogg Grant................................................................. June- 49
Education and reorientation of physicians returning to civilian practice—the place of the hospital in a symposium, Part I............. Apr.- 27
Education and reorientation of physicians returning to civilian practice—the place of the hospital in a symposium, Part II........... May- 38
Education, medical—charge made that it is being crippled by war is supported by Dr. Malcolm T. MacEachern.......................... Feb. 35
Expansion problems—Tow meets Little Traverse...................... May-124
Hospital, Owings, Nathaniel A........................................... May- 32

F

“Facial Vision”—U.S. hospital for blind teaches to patients........ Feb.-102
Feigenbaum, Arthur, How one hospital keeps its chronic patient occupied....................................... Mar.-108
Ferguson, Edith Marie, How one hospital has met its wartime food service problems................................. May- 84
Filing system for advertising material, Lacy, Walter N. R. ...... Jan.- 92
Films, approved list of medical motion pictures of interest to military and civilian hospitals for educational and recreational purposes, Jackson, Laura G. & Reed, Helen R. .................. Feb. 28
Floyd, Marion D., How the pay cafeteria system was introduced at Massachusetts General Hospital................. June- 84

Foods, deep freezing methods of preserving, useful to hospitals ..................................................... Mar.- 75
How the pay cafeteria system was introduced at Massachusetts General Hospital, Floyd, Marion D....................................................... June- 84

Lunchroom facilities for employees in hospital................... Feb.- 74
Maintaining high quality food service, Terrell, Margaret E........ Jan.- 70
Maintaining standards in food service, Cowden, Margaret........ Apr.- 80
Meat—why the confusion and shortages in supply?................ Apr.- 39
OPA announces new measure to assure hospital minimum supplies of meats........................................ June- 52
Problems in hospital food service, Linceh, Leta R.................. Apr.- 82
Freeze, deep, methods of preserving foods useful to hospitals....................................................... Mar.- 75
Freezing in tenderizing of meat........................................ Mar.- 78
Fuller, James E., How Salem Hospital tackles the community about medical advancements................. Feb.- 24

Gifts to Hospitals........ Jan.- 42, Feb. 50, Mar.- 54, Apr.- 49,
Greppin, E. H., Ultraviolet radiation as a germicidal agent...... May-115

Hansen, Hans S., What system of recording and checking narcotics shall hospitals use?......................... Mar.- 92
Hansen, Hans S., How hospital pharmacist can round out intern's training........................................ Apr.- 90

Health Insurance Plans—
California—health plan meets doctors' opposition.................. Jan.- 94
Georgia medical association gives approval for expanded public health program..................................... Jan.- 18
Compulsory insurance bill introduced in New York....... Mar.- 31
Health insurance plan in Rhode Island............................. June-114
Hospital in Seattle............................................................... June- 66
Health insurance bill in New York holds threat to hospitals, Crain, Kenneth C................................. Apr.- 33
Health insurance plan in Rhode Island............................. June-114
Health plan, how it gives hospital service in isolated Utah community.................................................. Mar.- 36
Maryland house of delegates gets health bill...................... Feb.-104
Maryland prepaid medical and dental care bill becomes law... May-112
Massachusetts advised to retain voluntary health system........ Jan.- 60
Montana—health plan for hospital.......................................... Jan.- 38
North Carolina—health program proposed and cost of........... Jan.- 72
Rhode Island, compulsory hospitalization plan advocated by.......................................................... Jan.- 90
Hess, J. H., M.D., Health and happiness in industry is Jack & Heintz objective................................. Feb.- 30
Hospital Care in New York..................................................... Mar.- 46
Hospital Highlights............................................................. April- 42, May- 46, June- 54
Hospital, industrial, features personalized service to employees....................................................... Mar.-105
Hospitals, need for many more in postwar years.................... Apr.- 10
Hospitalization, action on Rhode Island's compulsory, is deferred..................................................... Mar.- 38
Hospitalization and medical care for indigent of Maryland recommended by committee on medical care of State Planning Commission.................................................. Jan.- 92
Hospitalization and medical care generally available—subject of report by Pepper Sub-Committee................................. Jan.- 65
Hospitalization plan, compulsory, advocated by Rhode Island......................................................... Jan.- 90
Hospitalization plan, how it gives hospital service in isolated Utah community........................................ Mar.- 36
Hospitalization plans for railways see changes in organization......................................................... Apr.- 34
Hospital service, future of, Wright, Carl P. (an editorial).... May- 45
Hospitalization—vice president officially launched in New York, Liebarger, Virgine........................................ Feb.- 36
Housekeeping—
Housekeeping, Laundry & Maintenance Department............. Jan.-109, Feb.-107, Mar.-110, Apr.-110, May-124
Housekeeper’s procedure book outlines orderly work system.................................................................. Mar.-110
Importance of laundry and housekeeping departments in operation of hospitals............ Jan.-103
Linen control, how it can save monies in laundry, Wiley, Heywood M............. June-124
How's Business?.................. Jan.-22, Feb.- 18, Mar.- 22, Apr.- 24, May- 22, June- 17

I
Industrial Hospitals
Company hospital features personalized service to employees.................. Mar.-106
Health and happiness in industry is Jack & Heintz objective, Hess, J. H., M.D........ Feb.- 30
Inter-American health work, part being played by nurses, MacKie, Janet W........ Apr.- 62

J
Jackson, Laura G., What films are available to hospitals for education and entertainment? Feb.- 28
Kerr, Ernest A., Stamp collections offered to cheer wounded soldiers with war
hospital, McGowan, A. A., How laundry manager found way to conserve hospital linen........ Feb.-107
McNamara, John A., Blue Cross successes dissolve need for compulsory health program.... June-35
McNary, "Bill," reveals views in Blue Cross philosophy.................................. May- 50

L
Labor Problems—
Labor management offered benefits by industrial psychiatry..................... June-112
Hospitals face threat in war labor board case................. Jan.- 27
Labor ruling factor in railway hospital plans................ Apr.- 34
Psychiatry, industrial, offers benefits to labor management...................... June-112
WLB case in New York is highlight of Greater New York Hospital Association meeting........... Jan.- 48
War Labor Board denies hearing to both AHA and Hospital Management Commission in case involving four hospitals................. Mar.- 42
Laboratory, hospital, is training qualified technicians......................... May-122
Lacy, Walter N., Have advertising material available when you want it............... Jan.- 82
Latin-American health work, part being played by nurses, MacKie, Janet W........ Apr.- 62
Laundry—(Also see Housekeeping, Laundry & Maintenance Department)—
End of war to see scramble for laundry equipment......................... May-130
How much sour to be used for various classifications, Day, David I................ Mar.-116
Importance of laundry and housekeeping departments in operation of hospitals........ Jan.-103
Laundry manager, how he found way to conserve hospital linen, McGowan, A.A......... Feb.-107
Laundry of St. Luke's, Cleveland, shows foresight and efficiency.................. Feb.-108
Laundry, right formula in, improves wartime results, Day, David I.................. Feb.-110
Meeting the hard water problem in the hospital laundry, Day, David I............. Apr.-121
New Year's greetings to managers of hospital laundries from L. H. Hein............. Jan.-104
Standard tests for hospital laundry washroom, operation, Day, David I............. May-132
Legal—
WLB case in New York is highlight of Greater New York Hospital Association meeting........ Jan.- 48
WLB case shows hospitals facing dangerous threat.................................. Jan.- 27
Legislation........................ Apr.- 50, May- 56, June- 69
Letters.......................... 10, Feb.- 10, Mar.-14, Apr.- 14, May- 14, June- 22
Licensing hospitals.................. Mar.- 45
Licensing of hospitals favored by three-fourths of administrators according to poll........ Mar.- 29
Liebler, Virginia M—
"Bill" McNary is living symbol of Blue Cross plan ideals.......................... May- 50
Blue Cross program for hospital care adds to hospital's sources of income........ May- 56
Denver's "Bill" McNary reveals views in Blue Cross philosophy....................... Jan.- 33
J. Albert Durgom is dynamo that runs New Jersey Blue Cross plan........................ Apr.- 37
Oseroff of Pittsburgh left business to serve humanity....................... Mar.- 41
Surgical indemnity company is launched in Cleveland............................... June-50
United medical service plan officially launched in New York..................... Feb.- 36
Linch, Leta B., Problems in hospital food service........................ Apr.- 82
Linen, conservation of hospital, McGowan, A. A., How linen control, how it can save money for hospital, Wiley, Heywood M........ June-124
Little Traverse Hospital meets unique expansion problems, Owings, Nathaniel A........ May- 32

M
MacEachern, Dr. M. T., named advisor on veterans' affairs.......................... Jan.-101
MacKie, Janet W., Part being played by nurses in inter-American health work........ Apr.- 62
McGowan, A. A., How laundry manager found way to conserve hospital linen........ Feb.-107
McNamara, John A., Blue Cross successes dissolve need for compulsory health program.... June-35
McNary, "Bill," reveals views in Blue Cross philosophy.................................. May- 50

M
Maintenance—(See also Housekeeping, Laundry
and Maintenance Department)—
Compressed air serves Cleveland's University Hospitals in many ways................ Apr.-118
Diesel power proves value as plant for hospital floors, what kind and their care, Potter, Harry L........ Apr.-110
Maintenance department—what a first class one can accomplish for the hospital........ May-124
Money saving ideas for hospital engineer, Schaphorst, W. F., M.E., Jan.-114-Feb.-112-May-134
Money saving ideas for hospital engineer, Parker, A. H......................... Apr.-120
Refrigeration in the postwar hospital, Bodinus, W. S..................... Jan.-110
Workshop, how hospital should get into it, ideas plan ideals, Liebler, Virginia M........ May- 50

N
National Hospital Day, May 12, to receive annual observance........................ Apr.- 32
National Hospital Day medium through which nurses renew ties with hospitals......... June-44
New Haven Hospital installs priority system for admission of patients.............. June-47
News from Washington................. Jan.- 36, Feb.- 39, Mar.- 43, Apr.- 39, May- 44, June- 52
Noel, Fritz C., What part should hospital trustees play in community planning?.............. Mar.- 32

Nursing—
Nursing Service Department. Jan.- 46, Feb.- 54, plan for empysects at New Haven...Jan.- 96, Apr.- 95, May.- 64, June.- 70
Instructors determine choice of textbooks in schools of nursing. Apr.- 56
National Nursing Council votes to keep urgent projects behind. May.- 46, Apr.- 46, June.- 46, Sept.- 70
Nurse bill hearing stirs socialized medicine talk. Feb.- 71
Nurse draft for 20-44 group passes House. Mar.- 30
Nurse group plans immediate action on five projects. May.- 78
Nurse recruitment stopped by government. June.- 70
Nurse rescued from Jap prison returns to active duty. June.- 80
Nurse solon in Congress makes wartime purchase act. Feb.- 60
Nurse's draft bill, new facts on. May.- 70
Nurses, drafting of, for military service, favored by 54.77 per cent of hospital administrators according to National Poll of Hospital Opinion. Feb.- 21
Nurses, military demand for, stirs civilian controversy. June.- 68
Nurses—how many are available for military and civilian service?. May.- 65
Nursing care in the future: Traverse Hospital's part, Riese, Mildred, R.N.. Feb.- 54
Nursing care, what the hospital administrator can do toward its future, Riese, Mildred, R.N.- Mar.- 56
Nursing program, accelerated education in, and its promises for the future, Stillwell, Mary O.- Jan.- 46
Nursing school graduates in Ohio take state exams. Jan.- 52
Nursing up to the mark. Jan.- 60
Nursing staffs, how hospitals are maintaining during wartime. June.- 78
Rationing of nurses forecast. Jan.- 40

O

Obituary (See "Who's Who in Hospitals")

Occupancy—seasonal rise in, makes increased demands on hospitals. May.- 22
Occupancy in hospitals has seasonal increase. Apr.- 24
Occupancy in hospitals moves down. Mar.- 22
Occupancy in hospitals sags. Feb.- 18
Occupancy in hospitals zooms. Jan.- 22
Owings, Nathaniel A., How Little Traverse Hospital met unique expansion problems. May.- 32

P

Parker, A. H., Money saving ideas for the hospital engineer. Apr.- 120
Patients unable to pay receive free treatment in most hospitals according to first Hospital Management National Poll of Hospital Opinion. Jan.- 30
Pellenz, Dorothy, How to keep hospital admitting records under centralized control. Feb.- 84
Penicillin—how pharmaceutical industry made it abundant. May.- 106
Pension plan for employees, Bourland, Roger. May.- 41
Pepper sub-committee renders report on hospitalization and medical care. Jan.- 65

Personnel—
How can a hospital establish proper pension plan for employees? Bourland, Roger. May.- 41
Luncheon facilities for employees in hospital. Feb.- 74
New York's incentive plan makes Christmas really merry. Jan.- 34

What film is available to hospitals for education and entertainment? Jackson, Laura G.- Feb.- 28
What hospitals are doing to meet shortages of personnel. Feb.- 65

Pharmacy—
The Hospital Pharmacy Department. Jan.- 84, Feb.- 88, Mar.- 92, Apr.- 90, May.- 102, June.- 97
A Hospital Pharmacist's Diary, Cole, Paul F. Jan.- 86, Apr.- 95, May.- 100, June.- 100
Efficiency and wartime economy in hospital pharmacy, Witt, Joseph Ace. Feb.- 88
Efficiency and wartime economy in hospital pharmacy, Witt, Joseph Ace. Mar.- 96

Hospitals must provide adequate facilities for the pharmacy. Jan.- 84
National campaign launched to stimulate interest in pharmacy. Jan.- 84
Pharmaceutical association offers scholarships to students. Apr.- 94
Pharmaceutical industry makes penicillin abundant. May.- 106
Pharmacist—how the small hospital can save his services, Bradley, Eugene H.- Feb.- 94
Pharmacist, is your hospital making maximum use of him? Spease, Edward. June.- 77
Recording and checking of narcotics, what system shall hospitals have? Hammond, Helen. May.- 29
Sulfur drugs, urge tightening of restrictions on sales of. June.- 106
The hospital pharmacist in 1972. Jan.- 75
What are functions of hospital pharmacy? University of Illinois answers. May.- 102
Poll of Hospital Management reveals many favor physicians' offices in hospitals. June.- 37
Poll of Hospital Management shows law requiring proper pre-operative study opposed by majority. May.- 28
Poll of Hospital Management shows three-fourths of administrators favor hospital license in New York. Mar.- 29
Poll of Hospital Management shows majority of hospital administrators favor drafting of nurses. Feb.- 21
Poll of Hospital Management shows most hospitals open doors to patients unable to pay. Jan.- 30
Ponton, T. R., M.D., What professional service accounting means to hospital standards. Apr.- 30
Postwar Planning—
Elimination of steps. Feb.- 41
Need for more hospitals. Apr.- 10
Nursing Council votes to keep urgent projects. May.- 74
Postwar opportunities for nurses will reach new high level. May.- 73
Postwar plans for nursing care, Riese, Mildred, R.N. May.- 56
Postwar plans in medical education for physicians returning to civilian practice, a symposium, Part I. Apr.- 27
Postwar reorientation of physicians—what hospitals can do to help in, a symposium, Part II. May.- 38
Postwar problems facing doctors. May.- 6
Rationing in postwar hospital. June.- 106
Two centers planned for New York. Jan.- 65
Potter, Harry L., What new floors shall hospital administrators install? What care should they have? Apr.- 110
Pratt, Charles E., named director of joint commission on education of the ACHA and the AHA. June.- 49
Priority system for admission of patients installed at New Haven Hospital. June.- 47
Product News. Jan.- 118, Feb.- 122, Mar.- 125, Apr.- 125
Public Relations—
One man's look into the future, Wright, Carl P.- May.- 45
Poll of Hospital Management shows law requiring proper pre-operative study opposed by majority. May.- 28
Poll of Hospital Management shows three-fourths of administrators favor hospital license in New York. Mar.- 29
Poll of Hospital Management shows majority of hospital administrators favor drafting of nurses. Feb.- 21
Poll of Hospital Management shows most hospitals open doors to patients unable to pay. Jan.- 30
Poll of Hospital Management reveals many favor physicians' offices in hospitals. June.- 37
Public relations committee brings cooperation between hospitals and nation. June.- 44
One man's look into the future, Wright, Carl P.- May.- 45
Public relations committee brings cooperation and understanding at Salem Hospital, Fuller, James E. Feb.- 24
What part should hospital administrators do in community planning? Noel, Fritz C. Mar.- 32

R

Radio distribution in army hospitals. May.- 82
Railway hospital plans change in organization. Apr.- 84
Raymond Blank Memorial Children's Hospital has many new developments. Feb.- 26
Records, hospital admitting—how to keep under control. Feb.- 84
Refrigeration in the postwar hospital, Bodinus, W. S. May.- 110
Rehabilitation—
Civilian aid for blind soldiers. May.- 110
in training program ................................ Apr.-106
Therapy as means of occupying chronic patients, Feigenbaum, Arthur ... Mar.-108
Therapy, music, for mentally sick .................... Jan.-100
Therapy, occupational, vital in reconditioning of wounded ............................................. Apr.-107
To Talk of Many Things ................................ Jan.- 6, Feb.- 6, Mar.- 6, Apr.- 10, May.- 12, June.- 16
Trustee, his part in community planning, Noel, Fritz C. .................................................. Mar.- 32
Tuberculosis detection by x-ray part of regular admitting routine ........................................ Apr.-102

U
Ultraviolet radiation as a germicidal agent, Greepin, E. H. ................................................. May.-115

V
Veterans—
General Bradley succeeds General Hines as veteran hospital head ...................................... June-51
Prefabricated hospitals house large part of wounded ............................................................. May.-80
U. S. Army hospitals treat 11,000 amputees. June-82
Veteran memorial hospital, movement to build, has initiated at Walton, New York ................ Apr.- 10
Veterans' Affairs, medical advisory group to the administrator of, names Dr. M. T. MacEachern as advisor .................. Jan.-101
Veterans' hospitals, charges of neglect in, being investigated by Congress ................................ Apr.- 74
Veterans, procedures for improving service to, recommended by nursing council ................ May.-64
Veterans without service connected disabilities to be taken care of by civilian hospitals ........ Apr.-10
Vision, facial—U. S. hospital for blind teaches to patients ....................................................... Feb.-102
Volunteer Workers .................................................
Volunteer corps serves Waterbury hospital .... Mar.-68
Volunteers, high school, eases New Haven hospital's help shortage ....................................... Mar.-34

W
What Other Hospitals Are Doing ........ Jan.-42, Feb.-46, Mar.-50, Apr.-44, May.-58, June.-69
Wiley, Heywood M., How linen control can save money for the hospital ................................ June-124
Willson, Irene L., Dietitians, how they can leaven their day with dash of AUMO? .... Apr.- 87
With the Suppliers ........................................
With Veterans—
Veterans, allows high school patients to be taken care of by civilian hospitals ................... Apr.-10
Veterans' memorial hospital, movement to build, sponsored by Portland ......................... Jan.-44, Feb.-44, Mar.-48, Apr.- 48, May.-57, June.-56
Woodman, Robert, M.D., What state hospitals can do to maintain high quality in care of mentally ill ........................................ Feb.-100
Wright, Carl P., One man's look into the future. May.-45

X
X-ray—
X-ray, Laboratories and Special Departments Section .......................................... Jan.-96, Feb.-100, Mar.-102, Apr.-102, May.-115, June.-108
Chest clinic, what it contributes to proper care of patients, Kirsch, Edward, M.D. .......... Jan.-96
Mass X-ray survey in San Antonio points to its hospital possibilities ................................. Apr.-102
Society of X-ray Technicians votes to discuss question of holding meetings separate from those of Iowa State Hospital Association ........................................ June-110
X-ray film conserved by army ........................................ May.-120